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Life. Bumbutai was a Khorchin Mongol of Borjigin lineage, the clan of Genghis Khan.Her father, Jaisang
(å¯¨æ¡‘), was a beile of the Khorchin Mongols and a descendant of Qasar, a younger brother of Genghis
Khan.. Bumbutai became a concubine of Hong Taiji, the ruler of the Later Jin, in 1625 and held the rank of a
side chamber consort (å•´å®¤ç¦•æ™‰).In 1636, Hong Taiji renamed the Later Jin to ...
Empress Dowager Xiaozhuang - Wikipedia
In early 206 BC, after the fall of the Qin Dynasty, Xiang Yu divided the former Qin Empire into the Eighteen
Kingdoms.Liu Bang was named "King of Han" and given the lands in the remote Bashu region (in
present-day Sichuan) as his domain.However, Liu Bang's family, including LÃ¼ Zhi and her children,
remained in Pei County, which was a territory of Xiang Yu's kingdom of Western Chu.
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